
THE FIVE PILLARS OF PLANETARY WISDOM-CIVILIZATION 
cult-cult / MIP-civ / COS-pals / smartgroups / the New Academy 

 
 

SUMMARY 
 

“cult-cult” 
A culture of cultivation. 
 
That means we must support, promulgate, institutionalize and enforce a 
"culture of cultivation". What is a culture of cultivation? It is one which 
places and axis of developmental altitude at the center of its social policies 
and organizational ethos. The qualitative, non-dogmatic development of 
inner, outer & shared skills -- and their deepening or progress relative to 
one's structural capacities and basic temperament -- is the requirement and 
currency of society. Rights and privileges are "exchanged" with individuals 
in exchange for their demonstration of personal growth, assistance to the 
development of well-being in others, participation in social and ecological 
improvement, etc. These changes place complexity, depth, subtlety, 
capacity, width at the "official" center of the social agenda. All other values 
(strength, prosperity, virtue, health, etc.) must be regularly 
SYMBOLICALLY asserted as contributing to and deriving from the principle 
of cultivation.  
 
This ethos applies both to individuals and to society as a whole -- which 
must firmly establish qualitative refinement and improvement (which 
includes quantitative increase as an occasional subcategory) as the metric 
of accountability.  

 
“MIP-civ” 

 
Massive Internal Profiling civilization. 
 



This triggers some warning bells for people but in fact it is already well 
underway on this planet. Turning back is not a real technological or social 
option at this point. So it is not a question of whether there should be MIP -- 
but rather: how willing we are to embrace it, improve it & shape it into the 
kind of system that will be optimally beneficial? The most dangerous social 
problems facing our species and our nation cannot be legitimately or 
practically resolved at the level of merely external interventions. But the 
very same systems which are beginning to allow us to track and analyze 
people are the ones we would need in order to know more about ourselves 
and to ensure that the people we put in charge of things are competent and 
decent. 
So what does a better MIP-civ look like? It means that the individual is the 
“owner” of his or her “data”. This data is a constantly updated packaged of 
medical history, resumes, search history, bio-chemical information, brain 
scans and complex personality tests which is takes developmental stages, 
types and different “lines” of intelligence into account -- and cross 
references all the components of those results with the scores from all 
other human beings. This is an “opt in” process. You are not under any 
obligation to share your data but neither is an airline under any obligation to 
let you on a plane without reasonable evidence that you do not have one of 
the common “terrorist profiles”. No one is confined to their current profile 
because it is always in flux and the most accurate and comprehensive data 
provides the greatest opportunity for individuals to voluntary alter 
themselves in more benign directions. The system itself must be 
guaranteed by our strongest civic authorities and has validity ONLY if it is 
constantly upgrading its capacity and it overseen by reliable individuals. 
These individuals, like those who wish to take a greater roles in the 
directing of general human resources (i.e. politics, corporations, etc.) must 
make relevant aspects of their profile available for public inspection -- 
including cognitive, ethical, social, emotional and neurological data. This is 
a trans-partisan approach which combines the conservative realism that 
understands the necessity of profiling with the progressive understanding 
that “external factors” (such as clothing, gender, skin color, religious 



affiliation, etc.) are merely indirect and mostly misleading variable. While it 
is true that “guns don’t kill people” we are obligated to police the external 
objects until such time as we can exceed these results by policing people 
psychologically. 

 
“smartgroups” 

 
Smartgroups means having more intelligent group protocols for eliciting 
and combining individual intelligence into actionable group directives. 
Enhanced democracy. Just as a “secret ballot” and “voting” increases our 
ability to extract collective intelligence from groups of people we must 
experimentally put into play our best understandings of how to further this 
capacity. Both the intellectual and “gut” evaluations of people are relevant. 
Combinations and averages of gradient votes must come to replace simple 
“first past the post” majorities. The emotional desire for “consensus” and 
“accountability” must be teased apart from the actual dynamics which result 
in better decisions. No society can function well unless its collective 
decisions exceed the swarm intelligence of the individuals. And every 
society, no matter its stage of development, will falter if its rituals for 
combining intelligence into decisions result in outcomes less intelligent than 
those of its individual members. Credibility of the “system” exists only if it 
can demonstrably outdo individuals acting on their own. 
 
Smartgroups suggests a definite trend in the arrangement of human 
management patterns. This applies equally to diverse domains such as 
energy production and distribution, legislative oversight, nourishment, 
military security and "global policing", mobilization in the face of 
international ecological urgency, etc. 
 

“COS-pals” 
 

This stands for Cultural Operating Systems (COS) friends. A COS is 
analogous to a vMeme in Spiral Dynamics. So these "pals" are 



trans-episteme allies. The arrangement of cooperation and alignment 
between constituencies of different worldviews on key issues such as 
ecological crisis. As long as basic constituencies like the traditionalists, 
libertarians, modernists and progressives are trying to solve problems in 
opposition to each other -- or suggesting improvement methods which first 
require the mass population to convert to their particular value-system -- we 
will remain stymied in our ability to robustly address our real situations.  
 

“the new Academy” 
 
This has resonances with both the monastic tradition (out of which the 
university tradition grows) and also the widely felt need to re-establish 
alternative human communities which are appropriate our genuine needs 
and potentials. We must generate real (not merely virtual or "hobbyist") 
facilities which will deepen, accelerate and promulgate the interests of 
so-called "second tier civilization" by all means possible. It is well 
understood that inner development, consciousness evolution, meditation 
and being-education are necessary to produce people who can produce 
and anchor a better human civilization. Such people currently exist 
scattered, partially, aligned with this or that proto-Academy or teacher, in 
need of group self-consciousness, intensification, subtle and practical 
community and activation in intentional causes.  
 
This has at least three important aspects: 
 
1. To locate, enliven & acquire 2nd tier (and proto-2nd tier) individuals. 
2. To provide participatory (“skin in the game”) sanctuary, embodied 
practical community, networked allegiances, deepening and widening of 
integral skills in “hives” of some kind. 
3. To create and coordinate evolutionary change teams and to 
strategic/organic projects which will occupy networked positions in the 
World. 
 



What goes on it such facilities? 
 
At the very least: experimentation with the other “pillars”, vigorous 
integrative (multi-quadrant, multi-level, multi-line, multi-type) practices, 
intensified group and personal meditation (or meditation equivalents), the 
enriching and deepening and cross-pollinating of existing 
spiritual-developmental tradition, experiments at innovating new forms, 
exercises to intentionally harmonize body-heart-mind, practical 
self-discovery and strengthening work alongside people of different types, 
exploration and comparison of various modalities of collective 
consciousness, ego-building & ego-transcending, shadow work 
(psycho-bio-emotional), subtle energy training, health training, skills 
training, integrative study of History, Science, Art and Politics, critical study 
of Evolutionary Change Institutions and Network -- how have they succeed 
and/or failed?, work to establish allies. 
 
security training (paramilitary/policing, paramedical, ecological... to be 
ready as individuals and teams to deal with bodily dangers), Participation 
and generation of socio-economic projects for mutual benefit in securing, 
strengthening and increasing the world-share of second tier groups. 
 

*A NOTE ON ENERGY (an example) 
 
Many already know that new energy production is crucial. To fuel a 
survivable (& thrive-able) future takes a power-generation and 
power-distribution system that is relatively massive, non-toxic, sustainable, 
secure from disruption, widely distributed, diversely sourced and accessibly 
inexpensive. 
 
Beyond those needs are also other hints about new or subtle energies 
which may be amenable to mathematical treatments and technological 
harnessing. May it be so! But what is required to bring about a new energy 
age? 



 
● Firstly, we need a general social mood AND official symbolic 

commitment to innovation. All social incentives must be biased 
toward qualitative improvement including those which determine 
energy production. This is what I have called "cult-cult". 

● Secondly, our programs of technological innovation must be both 
operated and overseen by the most competent and flexibly 
appropriate people who do so in the most transparent manner 
possible. That means "we" need to have a far better idea of what 
is going on inside people. A MIP-civ is needed to establish this 
opportunity. 

● Thirdly, in order to create and utilize these opportunities 
appropriately we must make the correct collective decisions. All 
advancement depends upon conclusions drawn and enacted by 
group of humans (with the help of machine intelligence and, 
hopefully, "higher influences"). To responsibly and sensibly 
conceive, organize and utilize these systems we must improve 
our rituals of decision-making and group enactment.Smartgroups 
are necessary in some form. 

● Fourthly, to get these project underway, and to protect them from 
untoward interference by large cultural blocs (associated with 
developmental "levels") means that a strong cooperation or 
"spirit-sharing" must occur between the moods and values of 
such blocs. Cos-pals names this necessity. 

● Fifthly, none of this is possible without "integrative individuals" 
who hold a "second tier" vision. A new energy era requires an 
increase in such people, their communities, their capacities and 
the share of human resources determined by their vision. A 
robust network-facility need to deepen, empower, protect, 
connect & prepare such people for their roles and their new form 



of living. A new academy of living-training must cultivate the 
necessary legions of people who can invoke and operate the new 
environment without a loss of value in any critical area. 

 
Pillar #1 Cult-Cult 

 
Pillar #1 Cult-cult 

 
Things need to get better. Everything needs to get better -- for us. The 
quality of experiences needs to improve. That is the only criteria for making 
a better world. But the quality of our experiences also depends upon the 
quality of our capacity to be an experiencer. Unless the insides of human 
beings, relationships and communities are enhanced then no form of 
technological and material well-being with provide satisfaction. 
 
Therefore the central moral, religious & legal tenet of all cultures must 
actually be to enrich the quality of experiences AND our personal and 
shared capacity to have satisfying and productive experience. 
 
Inner and outer growth (in quality) is the assumed premise of all human 
affairs. Yet we too easily forget about it from moment to moment. Our 
social policies seldom officially prioritize & robustly imburse general 
increase in inner or outer skill among the citizens.  
 
We are all always working to make things better. The more conscious and 
inter-coordinated we are in this task, the better things will get. And faster. 
So the principle of multidimensional cultivation must be endorsed as the 
supreme principle of social investment of all cultures.  
 
Does it feel okay that the teachers of our children are paid so much less 
than folks who can entertain us by throwing rubber balls through metal 
rings? In both cases it is implied that we are valuing a degree of cultivation. 



When we have this understanding then we may place “improvement 
systems” next to each other and determine which produces more overall 
inner cultivation. That should probably be the standard by which salaries 
and prices are regulated.  
 
People say they want less regulation or at least no new regulations! But we 
are already regulated by many things and we would be irresponsible if we 
did not try to build these things strong and true.  
 
PHILOSOPHICAL UNITY of “PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT” 
 
Our universe is constantly changing. You agree with this no matter what 
cosmology you believe in. Maybe it is all predicted in God’s Design. Maybe 
it emerged as a trivial or beautiful surprise from the chaos of primitive 
materials. Maybe it is forming itself as it falls toward a Strange Attractor 
which lurks in the future. You have your views, okay. But nonetheless it is 
all changing... 
 
Circumstances change. They get better or worse. These changes partly 
satisfy our hopes and partly frustrate our hopes. Our always-job in life is to 
try to make situations “lean” in the direction of being more satisfying. 
 
Satisfying means to better fit our expectations. That is not boring because 
we also want to be somewhat surprised.  
 
Our expectations are not just personal and cultural. They are built into us 
by Nature and the Cosmos. Maybe they are inherent in the initial 
parameters of Existence itself?  
 
Our preferences are not arbitrary. They are very flexible. All their diversity 
makes us a great set of “types of situations”.  These many different 
circumstances of satisfaction reveal a kind of generic functional aesthetic 
for the creatively productive approximation of perfect experience in multiple 



domains. Wow that’s a mouthful! 
 
We are trying to cultivate what ancient philosophers called the Good, the 
True & the Beautiful. We might add the Meaningful, the Useful & Profound. 
These are the things which “fit” our insides, enrich our lives, purify and 
invigorate our bodies, increase our capacity and our most basic human 
depth and put our hearts, minds and cells into their most optimal states. 
 
Every very general idea of human life forms a concept of how we need to 
change things for the better. These concepts are enshrined in many 
languages and are entangled with many diverse belief-systems. Yet they 
represent a basic human understanding which can be seen from any angle: 
 

● Everything obeys God’s Divine Plan (Christianity, Islam, Judaism, 
etc.) 

● The universe has an implicit structural trend which biases cosmic 
history in favor of simplexity and deeper consciousness (de Chardin, 
Wilber,  

● Progress is possible inside & out (industrial idealism) 
● All energy strives to overcome itself. We must learn to value and act 

upon greater and greater intensities of depth and coordination 
(Nietzsche’s Will-to-Power). 

● The wish to grow is our basic spiritual commitment and inner tool 
(Swami Rudrananda) 

● There is no truth other than what you create... so create better 
realities (relativistic ethics). 

● Don’t make the Perfect into the enemy of the Good. (Voltaire) 
● All hearts must clarify their orientation toward the happiness and 

enlightenment of all beings (Mahayana Buddhism). 
 
We know all this. Our philosophy and society must acknowledge it as their 
basic principle. In order to coordinate many human perspectives in our 
culture we must find a way to arrange them -- another axis is needed. An 



additional “dimension”. This is the direction of creative unfoldment. It is 
what we already mean when we talk about a leading edge or the need for 
ongoing education. 
 
It is just that “education” is not limited to the programs at governmental or 
corporate universities. It means every kind of education that is meaningful 
to us as long as we are actually making some progress, getting deeper, 
opening, growing a richer and more complex understanding of that topic. 
Getting more sophisticated in our handling of it. 
 
There are many forms of psychology and sociology which describe the way 
that people’s understanding and evaluations seem to grow through certain 
predictable stages. These different phases apply to many different “lines of 
development”. If the primary goal of human institutions was to move 
everybody up “one level” along whatever form of understanding they 
wished... we would quickly have a super-enriched, creatively enhanced and 
much wiser humanity.  
 
Here are some improvements we need immediately: 
 

● improved sense of profundity 
● improved attention spans 
● improved clarity and comprehensiveness of philosophy 
● improved capacity for creative communication 
● improved emotional resilience 
● improved ability to tune our feelings into other people 
● improved productivity 
● improved sense of natural self-worth 
● improved ability to help our loved ones 
● improved flexibility and physical health 
● improved environmental conditions 
● improved science, math, history & art skills 
● improved capacity for meditation, contemplation or prayer 



● more practical & more open to “higher” things 
● more brain-connections 
● more ability to help build strong community and personal 

relationships 
● more integrated and coordinated 
● etc, etc 

 
 
 
 
 
All religions and non-religions will get along better if they are composed of 
smarter, happier, more productive, healthier people with more humanly 
useful machines and an improved capacity to establish trusting and 
satisfying relationships with each other.  
 
That means that in general, all our social problems can be conceived as a 
failure of “altitude” -- not enough height or depth in every (and any) area of 
life. No matter what perspective or value-system you identify with there is 
the possibility for you to personally, interpersonally and materially improve 
the depth, nuance, refinement, enjoyment, empowerment and 
sophistication of the things you most care about. 
 
This must be the official and symbolic and legal policy of every human 
culture.  
 
 
SYMBOLIC SANCTION 
 
Historically we have associated “multi-dimensional, inclusive & progressive 
worldviews organized around an unfolding inner-outer evolutionary axis” as 
the domain of sages & philosophers. It has the natural elitism of an attitude 
that develops over many years of pondering and inner work. However the 



social needs of humanity require that this attitude no longer be confined to 
the intellectually and emotionally cultivated. Their own lives of personal 
cultivation have made them very amenable to an attitude of “ongoing 
improvement” -- now this must become official public policy. 
 
That means it must descend from visionary realm into the symbolic realm. 
It must be invoked in the speech, images and virtue-harangues of daily 
society.  
It must pass from progressives to traditionalists. Tradition is always 
evolving. It is said that three generations convert a habit into a tradition (a 
law of God or Nature which our People had embraced since the 
Beginning).  
 
This work must begin. Qualitative enhancement efforts must be universally 
acknowledged and given legal preeminence of some kind. 
 
LEGAL PREEMINENCE 
 
DEVELOPMENTAL REIMBURSEMENT 
 
We already have many forms of developmental reimbursement. For 
example, we might give tax breaks for scientific research or credits for 
upgrading your old refrigerator into a more energy efficient, ecologically 
friendly model. Only we do not do this comprehensively, we do not 
consciously defend it in the face of alternatives, we do not follow it into “all 
quadrants” -- subjective, intersubjective, protocols & materials. 
 
Many societies provide crucial social fabric tools like unemployment 
insurance and welfare. And in many places this comes with “strings 
attached” in the sense that one must prove on paper that one has been 
“looking for work”. Often this comes with a moral stigma. As clumsy as this 
system is it provides an example of trading public resources for a 
demonstration of individual improvement. Since the procedure is not 



thought of in these terms it is clumsy, fraught with tensions, and overly 
narrow.  
 
One need not stretch the imagination very far to envision a world in which 
government payouts to individuals can be met with (a) ecological service 
(b) time spent into brain-training machines (c) participation in meditation 
classes. These sorts of things would simply take their place alongside more 
traditional efforts of skills-training and opportunity-seeking.  
 
 
DISCRIMINATING AWARENESS 
 
We want perfection. We understand that we cannot endlessly and 
concretely obtain perfect circumstances but we must always work toward 
the perfecting of every situation to the best of our ability. Otherwise we do 
not create any security or happiness. Because perfection is always relative 
to our circumstances we say that it is the same as “the lesser of two evils”. 
It is always the better choice among two incompletely perfect choices.  
 
Every option, whether we see it or not, tends to produce more well-being or 
less well-being in the many aspects of ourselves. We must not forget to 
make this discrimination. We must always check our compass for we are 
going to the “north pole” regardless of where we are on the Earth.  
 
 
 
We all acknowledge change. It can be better or worse. Better and worse 
are relative to each other and relative to our understanding. Yet the 
orientation toward “better” is shared. As are many basic features involved 
in aligning with improvement, avoiding failure, and making progress. One of 
these basic features is: discrimination.  
 
Discrimination means distinguishing between “better” and “worse”. Our 



capacity to improve any situation depends upon how well we can clarify 
which elements are polarized toward increase and which are polarized 
toward decrease. We must presume that every element can be subdivided 
into better/worse. Even if I don’t like something I can still admit that I dislike 
some parts of it less... a kind of directionality is implied within everything. 
Even “good” and “bad” can be teased open to reveal better forms of 
badness and worse manifestations of goodness. 
 
DEPTH IS RIGHTEOUS 
 
An integrative model for the Basic Moral Intuition is “greatest depth for the 
greatest span”. This places the cultivation of altitude by means of practices 
as the central moral element which needs to be amplified in both number 
and degree.  
 
Although one must develop in certain ways in order to hold an integrative 
perspective (which therefore cannot be the presumed conclusion of 
society) we see that such a meta-level view puts the altitude of nuanced 
intensity and comprehensiveness as the standard of validity. Sufficient 
growth in this direction, relativley unmarred by pathology, creates function, 
virtue, enjoyment and truth. The initial conditions and form/style of the 
project is not the determining factor in any but the most superficial way. 
 
EXAMPLES 
 

● attention training (meditation in schools, meditation analogs) 
● growing community fabric 
● migrating to more efficient, less dangerous energy sources 
● re-reading 
● water purification 
● improved capacity for “just being” 
●  

 



 
That means we must support, promulgate, institutionalize and enforce a 
"culture of cultivation". What is a culture of cultivation? It is one which 
places and axis of developmental altitude at the center of its social policies 
and organizational ethos. The qualitative, non-dogmatic development of 
inner, outer & shared skills -- and their deepening or progress relative to 
one's structural capacities and basic temperament -- is the requirement and 
currency of society. Rights and privileges are "exchanged" with individuals 
in exchange for their demonstration of personal growth, assistance to the 
development of well-being in others, participation in social and ecological 
improvement, etc. These changes place complexity, depth, subtlety, 
capacity, width at the "official" center of the social agenda. All other values 
(strength, prosperity, virtue, health, etc.) must be regularly 
SYMBOLICALLY asserted as contributing to and deriving from the principle 
of cultivation. 
 
This ethos applies both to individuals and to society as a whole -- which 
must firmly establish qualitative refinement and improvement (which 
includes quantitative increase as an occasional subcategory) as the metric 
of accountability.  
 
 
 
call for further enhancement of] humans as practicing beings, as beings 
that transform themselves through innovative practices in multiple fields\ 
 
notion of becoming-_____ [animal, woman, other, etc], where we transform 
in the process of drawing near to something other, entering that zone of 
indeterminacy that opens up in maximal nearness to the other and undergo 
unpredictable and sometimes-imperceptible change...) 
 

 
Pillar #2 MIP-civ 



 
An Initial Speculative Overture 

 
THE ARTICLES OF THE PLANETARY DATA-SET 

by Layman Pascal 

1. CERTAIN RELIABLE INSTITUTIONS must guarantee the autonomy, 
privacy, mobility, transferability, free appropriate access & secure integrity 
for nomadic sets of personal health and medical data. 

A “reliable institution” is herein assumed to mean some form of enforceable 
governance. Although it is typical of governments to be only relatively 
reliable and to dwell between states plagued by occasional bureaucratic 
incompetence and other states plagued by full blown criminal conspiracy 
and overt propaganda campaigns of distortion opposed to the interests of 
the People whomsoever those people may be. Yet by innovative and 
proven rituals of collective intelligence a governance system may exceed 
many other forms of human enterprise -- of particular concern being those 
enterprises variously known as: criminal gangs, public mobs, non-skeptical 
religionists, and financial & mercantile & service corporations who, while 
operating well in their own niches, discover that by their behavioral 
structure and ancient temperament they regularly act to sacrifice the 
common good and natural flow of economic rewards. Observation of such 
groups reveals their long-term deleterious and depressive influence upon 
the robust abundance appropriate to human civilization. Such 
organizational wickedness is not inevitably the result of predatory 
conspiracy, false beliefs and conniving but also simply vague, confused, 
misguided, hypnotized, dull, unintentional, &c. We must be merciful, at 
least in our hearts, to the difficulty of making groups operate sanely and 
benevolently. 

It is the wit & passion of the People that must demand a system of mutual 



organization which guarantees any person their private medical data set. 

2. A “PEOPLE” WILL henceforth be regarded as any social collection of 
sapient participants -- be they human, animal, machine or other, and of any 
age, bodily form, reputation, membership status, etc. -- who are agreed to 
abide by the shared implications of a freely established set of guiding lines 
for sharing energy and intelligence. And no matter what agreements they 
have made they continue to deserve the basic rights of any sentient 
person. 

3. THE PRIMAL GUARANTEE given to these data-sets must be 
understood to include the integrity, novelty, sophistication, accessibility and 
perpetual qualitative enhancement for all devices and routines which 
accomplish the acquisition and transparent, benevolent crafting of all 
relevant health data. 

4. WE CALL UPON ALL PERSONS TO RECOGNIZE the many varied 
aspects of human health, and also the important attitude of open-ended 
inclusivity of potentially pertinent health factors. We observe the need for 
not only information derived from personal body testing & expert estimates, 
but also every other kind of well-being indicator which balances personal 
uniqueness with all types of anticipated and unanticipated patterns arising 
from ongoing, updated comparisons among all other individuals and types 
of individuals insofar as they permit their data to be shared. 

5. THIS PERSONAL DATA-SET MUST INCLUDE, by individual discretion, 
all information gathered online concerning one’s own behavioral history and 
self-confessions and all compiled evaluations thereof. Your data reveals 
much about you that is critical and must be considered a sovereign part of 
your personhood which upon death passes into the common property of 
your chosen people or a specified heir. Governance must intensively 
guarantee these rights of personhood or else will be felt as morally suspect 
and naturally lose their authority and all temporal powers shall be thrown 



into question. 

6. THE TWO SETS, this basic data-set (medical) and this extended 
data-set (one’s total social profile) will include our most updated, 
comprehensive & credible results from personality profiling which employs 
at minimum an integrated model of inner, outer and relational aspects of 
life, a combination of intellectual, emotional and physical estimates, 
consideration for multiple lines of intelligence as well as any possible 
typological or developmental stage-related matchings. 

7. THIS DATA-SET MUST PERPETUALLY EXPAND to include and 
correlate all emerging forms of reliable information gathering tools notably 
including any advances in full spectrum bio-chemical, neuro-electrical, 
genetic & postural observations. 

8. THIS DATA-SET MUST BE DIAGNOSTIC for person who it reflects. The 
basic medical data-set and also the extended social & psychological profile 
must therefore be intelligent enough to generate optimal options for action 
given the present profile’s conditions, obviously in accord with any 
customized individual preferences. in order to accomplish this its 
functioning must include whatever is comparable to personal browser, 
search-engine, operating system and social-networking interface. In effect 
is must use the electric information networks for you, at your discretion, 
more efficiently than might otherwise be possible. 

9. EVERY SAPIENT PERSON in your group, whatever that may be, has an 
Ultimate Right of unrestricted access to their own data-set and the 
concomitant Right to share this set, or parts of it for any reason or gain. 

10. ANY PERSON, or governance, or incorporated group, has a right to 
withhold non-vital services from any other persons, pending a reasonable 
claim of necessity for that data-set or some part thereof. Neither the 
sharing of data nor the extending of services is mandatory. Participants in 
any people should expect that their safety, health and well-being are not 



being risked by the anonymous presence of individuals whose profiles bear 
a strong and reasonable similarity to patterns associated with rampage, 
sabotage, &c. Anyone excluded from participation on these grounds has a 
right to contest. 

11. GOVERNANCE SYSTEMS are morally and legally obliged to consider 
these data-sets when evaluating any person, just as they are morally and 
legally obliged to work for the health, prosperity, defence & strategic 
placement of their people whomsoever those people be. Democracy, which 
is the ancient name for intelligence communal governance with maximum 
individual liberty, functions as competently as it can receive, evaluate, 
integrate and enact the multivalent and disparate wisdoms of its people. 
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS present 
opportunities in which the good of the people must evaluate a single 
person. Such evaluations must be weighted adequately in favor of 
adequate personality profiling over the circumstance of possession of 
items, group affiliation or external categorization such as age, race, dress, 
memberships, etc. 

12. ALL GOVERNANCE AGENTS in the governing body of any People are 
obliged to share their own full data-sets with any person who is thereby 
government at the request of the governed person. 

13. THE ONGOING ENHANCEMENT of the system of data-sets is echoed 
in the assumption that every person is more than the sum of his or her 
profile, being amenable to growth and change of many kinds. Therefore a 
prominent piece of this system requires that all persons have good access 
to demonstrated effective and experimental methods of no more than 
minimally coerced self-improvement and that the trajectory of such efforts 
be considered additional valid data in one’s profile. 

14. IN THIS MANNER -- affirmed, protected & upkept -- human civilization 
can rise and prosper and flourish with optimal liberty, community, 



satisfaction, self-knowledge, vital integrity, meaningfulness and intelligence. 
 

 
Pillar #3  SmartGroups 

 
 
We need better groups. There are two dimensions to having better groups: 
 
1. Intersubjectivity (group experience) 
2. System Protocols (group capacity) 
 
These two things depend upon each other in many ways. New practices 
must emerge from a deeper and more complete experience of groupspirit. 
On the other hand, the production of intersubjective transcendence (or 
even simple community satisfaction) already depends upon using the right 
procedures. 
 

1.  THE SHARED CREATIVE EXPERIENCE OF GROUP SPIRIT 
 
Intersubjectivity is the sharing of mood, values, consciousness and energy 
among multiple persons. There are 3 important variations of 
intersubjectivity: 
 
(a) personal relationships 
(b) community 
(c) transpersonal consciousness 
 
There are many commonalities and differences in how these three forms of 
intersubjectivity are established, protected, nourished, deepened & 
functionally empowered. 
 

(a) PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
 



notes pending... (sounds like an obscure joke!) 
 

(b) COMMUNITY 
 
Establishing community is a creative work. It is an organic process akin to 
the growing of filaments or membranes between the private experience of 
individuals. Therefore it cannot be artificially rushed or prematurely 
harnessed. However it can be accelerated and amplified if we work with its 
natural tendencies.  
 
Community draws upon acts of sharing. Communication is shared and 
tempo is shared. If this is done appropriately there is a build up of a 
“surplus” -- an additional momentum, overtone or gestalt which begins to 
emerge over and above the sharing of the individuals. This is the 
groupspirit of a community.  
 
Different aspects of people can establish different groupspirits. If we relate 
on the basis of our common humanity we will establish one kind of gestalt. 
If we relate on the basis of our common family or race or professional then 
we will establish other kinds of gestalts. 
 
Community exaggerates a certain part of certain people. It grows a “fabric” 
between particular aspects of the people involved depending on how they 
share and how they consecrate (frame, contextualize, invoke) their sharing. 
 
People must be given time and a phenomenological space of 
opening/welcoming. Barriers to entry must be dropped.  
 
Individuals become more willing to participate in the growth of a community 
feeling-field if they are reminded of community, if they feel actively invited, 
and if their normal social interpersonal pressures are eased. For this 
reason, we must not rush the production of a groupspirit. Initially we are 
very clear that nothing needs to be decided right away. However it is... is 



working. That is a relaxing assumption which allows people to be more 
completely present with each other. 
 
However a certain kind of stress is also useful. People must be regularly 
put “on the spot”. That means they are prompted to clarify and share things 
which are important to them, which make them feel responsible, even 
guilty. Things from which there is no escape, none of the usual wiggle 
room. 
 
And we must speak with each other appropriately to our project... 
 
 
INTERSUBJECTIVE SPEECH 
 
A certain approach to communication is necessary. The common 
feeling-field (the “we”) must be freely invoked in conversation. 
Relationships must be folded into speech. We share perspectives and 
perspectives upon each other and upon the process we are engaged in. By 
situating our remarks to include the way we are showing up relative the 
possibly-emerging groupspirit we offer it a kind of viewpoint within each of 
ourselves. 
 
An important aspect of this is to share information that normally causes 
problems in the smooth running of social relationships -- namely: up-to-date 
information about how we think our communication is going. This is 
stressful. It must be given time to unfold without rupture. 
 
However we must also inhibit feedback in order to permit feedback. The 
natural attempt of people to raise counter-issues, offer advice, repudiate, 
etc. must be flexibly disciplined. 
 
Speech must dig into whatever is coming up. Especially subtle material 
which is normally held back from conversation. Especially when that 



material relates to areas of universal concern or higher values. Our aims, 
commitments, cultural needs, etc. are an area of speech which is more 
amenable to the creation of a groupspirit. 
 
A question such as Peter Block’s “What is the commitment that brought you 
into this room?” has the double function of invoking higher values and 
putting a person ‘on the spot’. 
 
Even cautious souls are liberate to discuss aims and values if these are 
understood as potentials. 
 
 

(c) TRANSPERSONAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
 
Although human well-being and evolutionary advancement requires 
healthy, organic community fields (which are all too often stale, broken, 
toxic or absent under contemporary conditions) they do not necessarily 
initiate the spiritual condition of collective transcendence. Attempts to 
establish living community may OR may not produce transformative 
consciousness which seems to awaken individuals to a shared being. 
 
The production of spiritual consciousness is often unpredictable. It is said 
to operate “by Grace” and is associated with a vast diversity of practices 
which are known to succeed only sporadically. By success we mean that 
these practices are not just beneficial but produce an amplified feeling of 
being which is intrinsically satisfying and empowering. This could be called 
the production of (or communion with) higher energies. 
 
A simple way to think about what works in these diverse paths is my “two 
bumps” model. 
 
THE TWO BUMPS 
 



1. Presence 
2. Emotional Conversion 
 
Presence: To be actively alert as the total bodymind. That requires (a) 
being prompted (b) establishing uncontracted intelligent watchfulness, 
receptivity or values-consciousness in the mind (c) feeling the inner 
sensory reality of the body (d) grasping all this in a single harmonized 
instant which seems to exceed the personality. 
 
Emotional Conversion:  The awakening of a higher feeling-quality. This 
results from (a) making efforts to return to Presence in the face of an 
ongoing stressor or contraction-provoking distraction (b) feeling the “place” 
where emotion should appear and equalize harmoniously with the 
bodymind (c) permitting emotional reactions to arise without ordinary 
self-identification. 
 
Most spiritual practices and apparently spontaneous events of “higher 
energy” conform to some version of this process. What is not well 
understood is that it can operate in 1st, 2nd or 3rd person contexts. 
 
Thus the same process which can generate higher energy in an individual 
can also generate it in a group. That requires that multiple parties, aligned 
in some common aim, make repeated and emotionally-mature efforts of 
presence together. 
 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that this can be accomplished in silence 
during sittings or during physical efforts. However it can also be 
accomplished through efforts of communication. The work to overcome 
resistance, to share more deeply, to be present more authentically with a 
group has the possibility to double as an invocation of higher 
feeling-energy.  
 
In the respect two things are necessary: 



 
Firstly, people must be guided or reminded to return to an effort of being 
mentally and bodily present.  
 
Secondly, they must be guided to resurrect this mindful “being here” while 
making contact with stressors that they would normally avoid. 
 
Thus some attempts to establish groupspirit may include directives to “sit 
with someone you don’t know” or to “go toward the tension”, etc.  These 
are a version of the tensions that can be emotionally converted. 
 

2. GROUP DECISION-MAKING PROTOCOLS 
 
External Protocols refer to the habits, rituals and routines of people. How 
exactly do they exchange information? How exactly do they turn individual 
intelligence into a group decision? How exactly do they try to act on their 
decisions? How exactly do they modify the way they do these things? 
 
Groups can be smarter or dumber than their members. They can be more 
or less “complex” and “healthy” depending on exactly how they govern 
themselves. 
 
PROTOCOLS 
 
PARTICIPATION VS. MEMBERSHIP - Although it is natural for human 
beings to privilege their membership groups in decision-making relative to 
that group -- partly based on the ancient assumption that they will be more 
informed and more concerned to make the right decision -- the matter of 
group status can inhibit group intelligence. On the face of it there is no 
special reason to assume that ‘members’ are the respositories of the best 
possible information and viewpoints relative to the well-being of the group. 
They instinctively wish to sequester the power to themselves but any 
outsider might well be in possession of critical data or superior evaluation 



skills on the relevant topics. The criteria for participation must be distinct 
from official group membership. There is, for example, no guarantee nor 
even any reasonable expectation that “people born in the geographic 
region of Canada” know best about who should govern Canada for the 
well-being of Canadians. We deeply, instinctive presume this but it is only a 
trend -- not a necessity. Membership must be sidelined as the principle of 
participation in favor of some adequate testing. 
MINIMUM PARTICIPATORY COMPETENCE VERIFICATION - Are you 
functional? Do you know the nature of the options? If you cannot correctly 
identify choices or persons with what they represent in the vote then your 
vote is invalid. It does not constitute the sharing of your view on the subject. 
 
GRADIENTS VS. DECISIONS 
WEIGHTED INPUTS 
AVERAGES VS. MAJORITIES 
MULTIPLES VS. WINNERS/LOSERS 
AUTONOMOUS BALLOTS VS. EXPOSED BALLOTS 
GUT + INTELLECT = A DECISION 
TACTICALLY INHIBITED FEEDBACK 
DE-INSULATION OF SELECTORS - When those individuals, especially in 
groups, who are responsible for organizing, deciding, overseeing general 
functions are not themselves users of the those functions nor are they 
personally affected by their decisions, then the feedback system of group 
intelligence malfunctions. E.g. if congress can “shutdown the government” 
without losing their own pay and privileges then what incentive do they 
have to not do so as a theatrical or tactical maneuvre? If those responsible 
for maintaining public phones only use their own private phones how will 
they viscerally comprehend? The problem of insulated selectors inhibited 
good decisions. 
 
 

Pillar 4: COS-pals 
 



Politics is the most obvious example of establishing “pals” among different 
Cultural Operating Systems. In order to be elected in a modern democracy 
you need to provide suggestions and performances which are embraced by 
different blocs of value-holders. And each of the majority political parties is 
made of disparate groups of interest-holders in some form of alliance. 
Despite the many failures associated with contemporary politics the ability 
to have parties and attempt win elections has been succeeding. 

 
Pillar 5: The “New Academy” 

 
 
The New Academy is a network of trans-secular monasteries. 
 
These are robust, full-spectrum developmental facilities which exist to 
support the emergence of planetary wisdom-civilization. They contribute to 
this purpose specially by means of increasing the QUANTITY and 
QUALITY of “second tier” individuals / communities. 
 
Special evolutionary social-hives of this kind must be able to seek out, 
evaluate, acquire, protect, inform, deepen, communalize, enrich, empower, 
coordinate and learn from integralites. These are persons who demonstrate 
a reasonable degree of those capacities and dispositions associated with 
post-pluralistic, integrative “levels” along one or more of the major 
developmental “lines”. 
 
We expect that these foundations will begin small and grow organically, 
adapting and reformulating themselves as they go. We also expect they 
will, in some fashion, operate as generic intermediaries between various 
existing organizations and “teachings” that already presume a roughly 
analogous goal of this kind. 
 
Thus far, preliminary forms of 2nd tier civilization are being inhibited by the 
following factors: 



 
● insufficient numbers of integralites 
● insufficient “full spectrum” development of these individuals 
● isolation of integralites from dynamic living communities of their 

peers 
● insufficient production of social activism from and by integralites 
● conditions of impoverishment and material insecurity 
● insufficient placement of integralites in positions of worldly influence 
● sequestering of 2nd tier culture into consumerist, hobbyist and 

auxiliary-virtual forms 
● lack of 2nd tier “class consciousness” 
● insufficient capacity for dynamic teamwork 
● insufficient humanist development (reasoning, etiquette, 

individualism, adaptation to the friction between human types of all 
kinds). 

 
An “integralite” may be defined as whomever partially enacts a 
trans-pluralistic, trans-secular, multi-dimensional, developmentally-oriented 
worldspace. This is a general term indicating a large range of diverse 
unfoldments of “vision-logic”. Such people exist under many names and 
doctrinces. They have been associated with terms similar to the following: 
 

● integral 
● second tier 
● centauric 
● new existentialism 
● post-post-modern 
● transpersonal 
● evolutionary spirituality 
● enlightened dualism 
● panentheism 
● tantric buddhism 
● high sufism 



● transrational humanism 
● the “work” (the fourth way, man 4/man 5) 
● the “friends of the Way” 
● post-metaphysical spirituality 
● etc. 

 
To be an integralite does not require any particular doctrine. In principle 
such psychologies are compatible with certain versions of almost every 
tradition or cultural sub-group. There is no requirement that such people be 
willing to identify themselves with any particular philosophy nor should they 
feel obligated to relinquish any teaching, teacher, practice or aspirations. 
 
An integralite may in general be such a person who discovers the following 
statements to be more or less true of themselves: 
 

● you understand Being & Becoming to be either compatible (or even 
ultimately identical) 

● you are moved to embrace both Reason and Paradox 
● you are life-positive and world-affirming but also open to 

“transcendental” projects 
● you experience the intense reality of valid alternative worldviews 

but you also experience the resolution in a more integrated and 
harmoniously enriched dynamic complementarity 

● you value those “higher skills” which are practiced in the esoteric 
humanist versions of all religions 

● you are predisposed to place evolutionary change (regardless of 
your assumptions about its cause and mechanisms) at the center 
of your worldview – and you feel a responsibility to skew it in the 
direction of depth, inclusion, simplexity and benevolent novelty 

● you feel that the exploration and integration of “peak 
experiences” indicates a way forward for human beings individually 
and collectively 

● you are alternately sympathetic and horrified by tribalism, 



mechanism, traditionalism, nationalism & relativism. 
●  

 
The “curriculum” of the New Academy for such integralites must 
approximate more than the following: 
 

● experimentation with the other “pillars” 
● igorous integrative (multi-quadrant, multi-level, multi-line, 

multi-type) practices 
● intensified group and personal meditation (or meditation 

equivalents),  
● production of a generic “theology” (grammatical-philosophical 

scholarship which articulates the common features of second 
worldspace and extends them to incorporate all known human 
perspectives, esp. those associated with spiritual and/or 
developmental projects) 

● the enriching and deepening and cross-pollinating of existing 
spiritual-developmental tradition, experiments at innovating new 
forms,  

● exercises to intentionally harmonize body-heart-mind,  
● practical self-discovery and strengthening work alongside people 

of different types 
● exploration and comparison of various modalities of collective 

consciousness,  
● ego-building & ego-transcending,  
● shadow work (psycho-bio-emotional),  
● subtle energy training,  
● health training,  
● skills training,  
● integrative study of developmentally layered History, Science, 

Art and Politics 
● critical study of Evolutionary Change Institutions and Network -- 

how have they succeed and/or failed? 



● work to establish allies. 
● security training (paramilitary/policing, paramedical, ecological... to 

be ready as individuals and teams to deal with bodily dangers),  
● Participation and generation of socio-economic projects for mutual 

benefit in securing, strengthening and increasing the 
world-share of second tier groups. 

 
 
The historical ancestors of the New Academy include but are not limited to 
the following: 
 

● Esoteric-practical Renaissance monastic lineages (Clairvaux, Jesuits, 
etc.) 

● The Zen-Farming monasteries established by Second Patriarch 
Daoxin 

● The Gurdjieff Centers (Prieure, The Foundation, Two Rivers Farm, 
Sherborne, etc.) 

● Bavarian Illuminati 
● Nagarjuna’s Mahayana Buddhist University System (Nalanda) 
● The Himalayan Lama Sects 
● The Knights Templar / Priory of Sion 
● The OTO / AA / Thelemites 
● Plato’s Academy / Aristotle’s Lyceum 

 
Our fictional anticipations include: 
 
Asimov’s Foundation 
The Bene Gesserit 
Fight Club 
etc. 
 
In addition to fictional and historical versions, there are many good and 
many dubious organizations currently engaged in projects that reflect the 



New Academy. These groups may be thought of as affiliates of the project. 
 
An “affiliate” is defined as any organization which: 
 

● proposes a vision for planetary wisdom-civilization or the means 
to produce the persons who can inhabit and create such an 
outcome 

● advocates practices for inner development, diverse self-cultivation, 
and the overcoming of psychological limitations 

● encourages one or more meditation-analogues 
● has an activist urge to modify cultural and ecological conditions in 

favor of sustainability, meaningfulness and transformational 
abundance 

● does NOT attitudinally or in principle reject any major 
developmental lines, types, levels, functional centers, etc. 

● is NOT preemptively closed to persons of any particular race, 
tradition, gender, metaphysical belief-background, etc. 

 
NOTE - The success, reputation, completeness, good humor, decency or 
willingness to participate are not pertinent to one’s status as an affiliate 
(although that does not mean these factors are irrelevant) 
 
 
Like any group, the New Academy is only as “intelligent” or “competent” as 
the sophistication of its collective decision-making protocols. We presume 
that some form of holacracy or “enhanced democracy” will be required in 
which distributed autonomy, weighted input, minimum participation (not 
membership?) requirements, gradient inputs, and optimized (averaged?) 
voting are in play. 
 
Suggestions 
 
1. Initiate and Inter-affiliate conversation (website?) 



2. Initiate economic projects using primarily integralites 
3. Initiate integralite housing opportunities 
4. Initiate integralite dating service 
5. Acquire land for ongoing New Academy experiments 
6. Support & befriend all integralites & affiliates. Learn to be able to do this! 
 
 


